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Michael Faraday experiments with suspensions of gold in solution. 
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The USA has 15,000 tonnes of unmined gold in known locations, plus an estimated 18,000 tonnes yet to be discovered.
China is the world's top miner of gold and the second largest producer of gold jewellery. Total value of all mined gold in trillions of US Dollars
996
Chad Mirkin and Paul Alivisatos use DNA to build gold nanoparticles.
9
Ernest Rutherford shoots alphaparticles through gold foil to reveal the existence of the atomic nucleus.
2
The FDA approves Verigene, a gold nanoparticle diagnostic device to identify infectious bacteria.
957
Jack Kilby uses gold wire connectors in the rst integrated circuits.
985-987
Masatake Haruta and Graham Hutchings demonstrate the use of gold as a catalyst.
2000
Boston Scienti c starts selling a gold-plated stent for heart surgery. 
THE PHYSICS OF GOLD

P ECIOUS COMMODITY
The price of gold, long set by governments, remained steady from the early eighteenth century well into the twentieth century 
